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Key Information 

 Morningstar Rating      ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  

 SFDR Designation        Article 9 

 Fund Inception             Oct 2000 

 MSCI ESG Rating         AA 

 NAV                           €369.12 

 Minimum Investment   €5,000 

 Dealing Frequency       Daily 

 Investment Manager    Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd 

 Custodian                    Northern Trust 

 Administrator               Northern Trust 

 Sales Commission       3% 

 Investment Mgt Fee     0.75% 

*Prices as of 31/08/2022 

Source: Bloomberg & Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research 

Fund & Share Class Information 

 Fund Size                    €190.49m 

 Fund ISIN                    IE0005895655 

 Fund Sedol                  0589565 

 Bloomberg                  GEFINVL ID 

 Domicile                      Ireland 

 Structure                     UCITS Fund 

Historic Yield 

 *Fund Yield                                                    1.35% 

Fund yield is historic based on full year 2017 dividend 
income received. The fund does not distribute income to 
investors. All dividend income is reflected within the NAV 
price of the fund. 

Total number of holdings 

 Number of holdings                                             30 

Market Capitalisation Exposure  

 Large: > €3bn                                            60.08% 

 Medium: €500m - €3bn                            37.11% 

 Small: < €500m                                           2.81% 
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  GREEN EFFECTS FUND NAV SINCE INCEPTION 

  ESMA RISK RATING

  LARGEST SECTOR EXPOSURE %

R

Fund Objectives 

The objective of the fund is to achieve long term capital growth through a basket of ethically screened stocks. The fund invests in a wide 
range of companies with a commitment to either supporting the environment or demonstrating a strong corporate responsibility ethos. 
Sectors such as wind energy, recycling, waste management, forestry and water-related businesses all feature prominently within the fund. 
The fund can only invest in the constituents of the Natural Stock Index (NAI) which was set up in 1994 and currently consists of 30 global 
equities.

Green Effects Fund FACTSHEET 
SEPTEMBER 2022  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7Lower Risk Higher Risk

Typically Lower Rewards Typically Higher Rewards 

Healthcare                                  14.35% 
Building/Home improving    14.17% 
Paper/Forestry                           14.04% 
Sustainable transport              10.79% 
Semi conductors                       10.14% 
Alternative Energy                   10.12% 
Consumer goods                        7.64% 
Water                                               3.74%
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 email: greeneffects@cantor.com

AMERICAS                               36.43% 
EUROPE                                    19.74% 
PAN-EUROPE                           16.94% 
ASIA                                           13.23% 
UK                                              10.85% 
South Africa                               2.52%

Performance 1 Month YTD 1 Year 3 Year*                 5 Year* 

Green Effects -3.0 -9.6 -9.3 20.4                      13.4 

MSCI World € -2.8 -6.6 0.2 12.6                      12.1 

S&P 500 € -2.7 -5.0 4.2 15.7                      15.6 

Euro STOXX 50 -5.1 -15.7 -13.3 3.8                        3.8 

As of 31/08/2022. Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research, Bloomberg and Northern Trust. *Annualised Return.
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Top 15 Positions 

 ACCIONA                                                         6.95% 

 VESTAS                                                            6.72% 

 NVIDIA                                                             6.17% 

 SMITH & NEPHEW                                           5.66% 

 TESLA INC                                                       5.18% 

 MOLINA                                                           4.97% 

 TOMRA SYSTEMS                                             4.46% 

 SVENSKA CELLULOSA                                      4.35% 

 MAYR MELNHOF                                              4.20% 

 KINGFISHER                                                     4.06% 

 AIXTRON AG                                                     3.96% 

 KURITA                                                            3.74% 

 SHIMANO                                                         3.41% 

 STEICO                                                            3.15% 

 ORMAT                                                            3.05% 

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research 

Fund Sector Exposure vs MSCI World 
Sectors                                                        GE        MSCI 

 Cash                                                 6.70%      0.00% 

 Energy                                              0.00%      4.97% 

 Financials                                         0.24%    14.61% 

 Communication Services                    0.54%      7.41% 

 Real Estate                                        2.98%      2.99% 

 Consumer Staples                             3.45%      7.76% 

 Utilities                                           10.31%      3.07% 

 Information Technology                    13.12%    20.52% 

 Materials                                           8.78%      3.94% 

 Consumer Discretionary                   12.59%    10.94% 

 Health Care                                     14.28%    13.62% 

 Industrials                                       27.01%    10.17% 

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd Research 

Fund Manager Comment 
The Green Effects Fund nav price ended August at €369.123 which was a return of -3.04% for the month.  

Largest detractors from the NAV move on the month were Nvidia (-1.13%), Kingfisher (-0.60%) and Smith & 
Nephew (-0.35%).  

Global equities have absorbed a number of setbacks this year from accelerating inflation and rising interest rates 
and now face a third opponent as a higher cost of capital dampens economic growth (higher bond yields).  

Much hinges on inflation’s trajectory globally. The US Federal Reserve (Fed) and most other major central banks 
botched their transitory call in 2021, which resulted in monetary policy being behind the curve with respect to 
accelerating prices. Consumer inflation in the US and UK is forecast to average 8.0% and 8.6%, respectively, in 
2022. Relentless sell-off in fixed income markets through 2022 has driven global bonds into their first bear in 
almost 25 years. Governments are now scrambling to fast track efforts to reduce the reliance on fossil fuels and 
specifically target both a lower cost of living and a more meaningful lower emissions trajectory.  

Earlier this summer, the European Commission unveiled the €300bn REPower EU Plan, comprising a set of 
proposals to further boost renewables and quadruple existing 2030 targets for renewable hydrogen supplies. 
The Commission’s goals are to cut the EU’s reliance on Russian gas by two-thirds by the end of 2022 and build 
towards a more diversified independent energy strategy. Of the €300bn in additional financing, energy efficiency 
initiatives for both the residential and industrial sectors account for circa 33%, while the scaling-up of solar and 
wind comprises about 29%, a significant increase from prior spending plans. Another 22% (circa) will be used to 
accelerate the roll-out of green hydrogen, while the remainder is targeted at improving EU-wide energy 
infrastructure such as power grids and storage. The Green Effects Fund provides good exposure to this structural 
shift in infrastructure spending globally.  

In company specific news during the month Tesla completed a 3 for 1 stock split. This type of corporate action 
has no impact on the company earnings or balance sheet however it is often used as a window dressing exercise 
to lower the price of shares in absolute terms. Separately during August, it was confirmed that the Tesla Model 
Y was California's best-selling vehicle overall in the first half of the year, with the Model 3 a close second. In the 
first half of the year, the Tesla Model Y and Model 3 became California's best-selling vehicles—not just electric 
vehicles—according to data from the California New Car Dealers Association. In total, Tesla sold 90,985 vehicles 
in California in H1 2022, an impressive 82.2 percent increase over the first half of 2021. Nvidia reported results 
at the end of the month and guidance disappointed the market. The group noted a weaker outlook for its 
gaming business unit.  

Weaker PC sales and weaker smartphone demand have been the main causes, as consumers retrench. But with 
fears rising of an economic slowdown, manufacturers of a wide range of equipment, which had been building 
inventory to make themselves more resilient to supply pressures, have reversed course. Semi-Conductor stocks 
(and the tech sector in general) has had a particularly difficult year as the lower growth outlook and higher 
interest rates have seen investors shun more expensive technology stocks in favour of more “value” based sectors 
like Banks, Oil and Insurance stocks. Vestas Wind Systems shares rose by circa 10% on the day of results. The 
focus was very much to guidance on margins for next year and we expect that Q2/Q3 of 2022 should mark the 
trough in group margins and orders. Headline revenue numbers and orders were weaker than forecasts but the 
weaker price outlook around steel and aluminium were noted on the post results earnings call as welcome news 
given the supply chain and input price shocks the company has had to deal with this year. 

During the month the Fund reduced its exposure to Tesla by circa 0.50% following the particularly strong move 
in the share price during July. The cash weighting in the fund is currently circa 5%. 

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and is a member firm of Euronext Dublin and the London Stock Exchange.

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald Ltd Research, Bloomberg and Northern Trust

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
-11.25% -30.00% 9.71% 14.38% 23.95% 22.52% 6.42% -38.47% 31.28% 13.47% -19.61%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
16.02% 19.87% 18.42% 15.72% 6.62% 6.8% -5.91% 23.34% 42.70% 19.78% -9.63%

Annual Returns
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DUBLIN: Cantor Fitzgerald House, 23 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin 2, D02 AR55. Tel : +353 1 633 3800. Fax : +353 1 633 3856/+353 1 633 3857. 
CORK: 45 South Mall, Cork, T12 XY24. Tel: +353 21 422 2122. 
LIMERICK: Crescent House, Hartstonge Street, Limerick, V94 K35Y. Tel: +353 61 436 500.   

  @cantorIreland        Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland        Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland 

www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/greeneffects 

  email: greeneffects@cantor.com
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